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ADVANTA 2.0
System documentation
How to configure the system Advanta
Part 2. System Architecture
Document Version 1.2. (System version 2.2.2.h)

Advanta allows companies using project management
techniques to implement their projects and initiatives
well, directing them to the objectives and business
strategy.
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Advanta	
  functionality	
  map	
  
Advanta - online project management system focused on
improving the efficiency of the entire organization.
The system provides each unit tools for collaboration, and
project management tasks, as well as all employees are
united under a single corporate communications portal.
Advanta system functionality can be divided into the field
of automation. General map of the functional areas of the
system and their logical sequence of implementation is
shown below.

This course describes the basic principles of creating
solutions based Advanta system, and is designed for
business analysts and project managers, system
implementation. The first part provides an overview of
architecture, the second - setting up functional areas in
accordance with the functional map provided above. The
third part describes how to run the system.
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Principles	
  of	
  constructing	
  solutions	
  

At the heart of any decision in Advanta are hierarchical
structures that form the model object database
management. Each structure is responsible for a specific
area of solutions.
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Hierarchical structures are formed from the control
objects. For each object type in the Advanta can create
their identity, with its own distinctive icon and the desired
properties. Control objects are divided into three groups directories, projects and tasks.
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Discussion and agreement documents are objects, but
they can exist only in relation to the objects of the
hierarchical structure. Together they form a file archive
and communications circuit (collaboration tools), tied to
the hierarchical structures.

Details form a "passport" facilities management,
responsible for the narrative part of the solution.
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Directories - The next level of development of solutions;
they form the objects associated with the tables required
to store related data (resources, finance, procurement,
risks, etc.).

OLAP-cubes use data from objects and details of the
directories for data representation in the form of analytical
reports. At the same performance in OLAP-cubes may be
calculated by including custom formulas.
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Horizontal communication used in cases where it is
necessary to link the objects of the same tree or classify
objects of another tree for a more intuitive visualization of
the structure of the company's business.
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Templates used to accelerate the typical user activities
associated with the creation and launch of projects
approvals.
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Step	
  1.	
  Object	
  Definition

Directory
Directories - objects that in Advanta perform three
functions:
· are repositories for other objects, forming a logical
hierarchy to reflect the structure of the business. Are
essentially folders, directories.
· are contractors - companies with which a business
enterprise. For example, clients, contractors,
partners, suppliers.
· the assets of the enterprise. For example, it can be a
building, equipment, information systems, land,
brands, etc.

Sample catalog card
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Sample counterparty card
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Sample asset card
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Projects
Projects - the main control objects in the system.
Depending on the specifics of the organization, you can
usually identify the following types of projects:
•
investment project;
•
project in the field of information technology (IT);
•
organizational development project;
•
project to create a new product;
•
capital projects;
•
R & D project;
•
design and survey works;
•
project of sale (bargain).

Sample project card
Unlike directories, we present projects start and end dates
to within days, as well as the status that defines the
current state (in the work is completed, postponed, etc.)
and the percentage of completion.
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Tasks
Tasks - control objects the lowest level are used for
planning and monitoring of user actions.
Unlike projects, precision scheduling of tasks in Advanta
possible to minutes, in addition, the task manually or
automatically, can be added to custom calendars and todo lists on the home page.
Examples of problems in terminology Advanta will:
· objectives of the projects;
· order;
· milestone projects;
· contracts;
· trips;
· meeting.

Sample task card
Discussions
Discussion - is a handy tool designed to discuss various
issues, as well as documents the project team.
Discussions can be created in any property management
system, and are placed on the "Discussions" of the object.
In the discussions, there are four essential features to
keep in mind when designing solutions:
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· targeting - in every discussion, you can invite
participants who request the topic of discussion will be
on the homepage. As a result of an inquiry into the
discussion can not be ignored. Later responders
participants can request repeat answers.
· opportunity to discuss the documents through
discussion makes them a tool joint development
documents.
· opportunity to celebrate (a link button "Like") And
answers discussion topic in the debate. Number liked
debates and discussions responses displayed next to
the icon ("Like") on the control panel's discussion or
response. As the number of "likes" appears in the list of
discussions in the reports of the discussions.
· based on the discussion in the discussion, you can
create tasks, projects and directories. In the debate
generated by the object copied values identical details.
Following a discussion - not only the means for
discussion, but also a handy tool for initiating various
procedures related to prior discussion and decisionmaking.

Sample discussion
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Documentation
Advanta documents can be attached to any object
management system (except props discussion), and are
available on the "Documents" object. It should be noted
that the object of the "Document" in the Advanta is not
the document file, and card document that is stored in
chronological order version of the document (s).
In this version of the document can be stored in the form
• file saved in the database system;
• link to a document, which is on the FTP-server;
• hyperlink to the document, or any web-page.

Sample documentation
Harmonization
Reconciliation - the review process aligner version of the
document with the publication of its decision.
The harmonization process in the system Advanta by
creating a "matching" - a special type of object that can
only exist in relation to the document.
Unlike discussions in approvals has the following features:
· The document may be due as much as necessary
approvals, but only one of them can be active.
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· Answers in agreeing located under each other,
without the possibility of branching. One matcher can
be only one answer, with a certain status - "Agree"
or "Disagree".
· Reply to this agreement can only at the moment
when the matcher receives a request according to
the configured route approval. Advanta supports two
types of routes - parallel and serial.

Members
Users - are also subject to the system. Of features
associated with users should note the following.
· List the user to generate a list of system resources values props classifier system "resource" that can be
used in different settings.
· The procedures delegation, add members to projects
and discussions, as well as the choice of aligner can
select only those users whose account is active.
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Maximum information for users can be found in "Team
Personalities / List". With the "Show details of users", you
can add columns such as:
· License;
· date of last login;
· having access to the system;
· other details related to users.
Groups
Advanta group perform several functions.

First, through the group in the system rendered the
organizational structure, which is subsequently used to
quickly locate the desired user in the procedures of the
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delegation, add members to projects and discussions, as
well as the choice of aligner. In this group can be layered.
Second, the groups may be associated with systemic
security roles, as a result, you can automatically inherit
security roles profiles users included in the group.

Overall System
The whole system - the system object used to create the
system directories used in some application solutions.
Examples of such directories are:
· grid tariff rates with employees
· Various factors, such as different weights of
parameters for assessing the ranking project
· price lists to calculate the cost of materials
· Currency Rates
· etc.
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Step	
  2.	
  Creating	
  a	
  business	
  environment	
  

Define business environment
Business environment - is a set of hierarchies of objects
that must be managed in the information system.
Business environment is visually displayed on the user's
home page, providing quick access to the main sections of
the system.
It defines the business environment, to solve the problem
would be what the system is intended: or a system for
managing a large project capital construction, or
corporate project management system for IT department,
or a complex system of business management.
From the viewpoint of construction of this structure can
realize a variety scheme.

Example of a simple business environment
For example, can be built very simple model: external
projects - one directory, internal projects - second. Third
catalog - orders that are not relate to projects.
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Business environment holding structure
If the system is designed for the holding company, we can
make every business a separate directory and is set
within the internal structure of management objects.
If implementation of the system is carried out within a
single unit, for example, information technology services
or capital construction department, then the description of
the structure is necessary to move from a functional unit.

Functional structure of the business environment
Another simple way of creating a structure of business
environment is a common peg to the organizational
structure.
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The organizational structure of the business environment
In this case, the system creates divisions and,
respectively, by departments subsequently carried by
projects and tasks.
Description of the business environment
To build a business environment, we use software
products like Mind map. "Digitization of business" is
performed in the interview with the head of the company.
In this case, use the following technique: first, you are
running a level reflecting the flow of information, ie you
can sketch out some general
structure. Next, the head begins to describe it in detail,
you ask clarifying questions, get some kind of advanced
structure and appears
some specifics.
Then, usually through a stage when you like this model is
very not like, and do not like it and the head, and he
begins to ask questions like: What we're doing is not clear
what, let's move on to setting up the system. It
a sign that everything is going right, you just have to get
and receive information.
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Soon will gradually manifest the final structure. It may
seem that this work is completed. In fact, this is only half
the work, after which you want to move on to the
screening questions.
"Here we are with you digitize your business model" - you
fold in the model at all levels up to one - "Your company this and that, everything is taken into account?". Head
said: "Yes."
Then you say, "Expand another level, your company - this
and that, everything is taken into account?" As practice
shows, in 99% of cases it is missing a very large unit, and
moreover, at the head of a desire to "restructure" the
result.
Thus, we do a reverse pass on the entire structure, and
for each block, revealing at the same distortions, gaps
and inconsistencies. This is done until
pore until complete confidence in the correctness of the
structure. According to our practice, it takes 2.5-3 hours.
It should be noted that this technique is not strongly
dependent on the size of the business, as Director
operates as a rule, first and second level, and a maximum
drops to third. Anything deeper it usually does not care
because it is not his level of control.
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How to configure the business environment in the
system
After completion of the development of the business
environment in the annex Mind map, the resulting
structure you want to play in the system. This is done
through the discharge (MS Project, MS Excel) or manually.
After this imaging business environment by comparing
icon system root directory business environment. To do
this, go to the home page of the root project in edit mode
and noted in the "Icon directory" path to an icon. Icon
size must be 64x64 pixels.
Portlet "My Places" on the home page of the system is as
follows.

Result visualization business environment
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Step	
  3.	
  Setting	
  details	
  of	
  objects	
  
String
Details of the type "string" are
divided into four types. Text text field in plain text. For
example:
· description of the project;
· characteristic of the equipment;
· constraints and assumptions;
· etc.
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Classifier
Imprint-classifiers allow to form lists of values to choose
from. In this setting these details have the following
options.
Allow selection of multiple values - Allows the user to
select multiple values.
Hierarchical - Generates a list of values in a tree.
Allow selection of nodal values - If props hierarchical,
this option allows to select the node in the hierarchy of
values.
Type of the underlying object - Setting data included
in the case when it is necessary to create a list of values:
1) project - the names of projects within a site;
2) document - the document names within a node;
3) discussion - discussions of the names of a host;
4) user - list of users of the system.
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Process
Props to the type of "process" in terms of the settings is
virtually indistinguishable from the props classifier, but
does not provide the ability to create a hierarchical list
and make multiple selections. Still, in an object can only
add one type of such props.
Visually, this creates props in the project "status bar",
which is a phase of the life cycle of the project.
When you add this to the project props, you can make
conditional, ie mapping project in the passport other
details will depend on the current value of props process.
(Refer to Section 7, "Final Adjustment objects",
subsection "Setting the properties details"). Also,
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whenever you change the value of process, the system
also checks fill all mandatory details of the project.

Date
This type of details used to mark some of the project
date. For example, "Date of inclusion of the project in the
investment program."
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Yes / no
Logical props, allows you to select or not select. This
props must not do, because it will mean a need for
mandatory selecting "Yes."

Address
This props available to create, if enabled module "Map".
Allows you to show on the map.
File
Imprint files allow you to attach the necessary documents
directly to the card object. As a rule, these are documents
that formalize requirements for the project, as well as
relating to the passage of certain checkpoints. For
example:
· Project Charter;
· Order appointing a project manager;
· Terms of Reference;
· The contract;
· Assessing the contribution of participants to calculate
the premium;
· Etc.
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Documents stored via the props are stored in the
"Documents" section of the object, like a normal appendix
documents in this section.

HTML-field
Details can display HTML formatted text (font type, size,
and other properties, hyperlinks, pictures, dividers, text
alignment) of the object on the page and in directories.
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Below shows the display HTML-field on the main project
page in edit mode for example props "Project
Description."

Formula
This prop can only exist in relation to a specific directory.
Props-formula allows you to add to the directory
calculated field generated based on the values of other
fields and calculated values based on other criteria
previously set formulas.
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After creating props-setting formula props added
directories list of fields that form the formula:

While maintaining at least one directory appears portlet
"Formula" in which the user creates the actual structure of
the formula:
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Counter
This prop is used to automatically generate the project
number, document or directory entries in a specified
format. For example, the numbering of the automatic and
/ or documents.

Setting props include:
· Format - pattern of arbitrary text pasted into the
room,
• Option included in the number of the current year
and month,
• Option choice and arrangement of the text - the
beginning or at the end,
• Reset option numbers at the beginning of the year
and / or month.
After setting up the format and method of forming the
counter, this is bound to props project document or the
directory in which records should contain the number.
Numbering records specified objects sequentially.
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Contextual clues
For all types of details in the "Description" field, you can
add text to be displayed in the object by clicking the icon
next to the question props.
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Step	
  4.	
  Setting	
  directories

Simple Reference
Directories - is associated with the objects of the table
needed to store various data. Examples of directories:
· Budget - table for planning the project budget;
· Scheduled payments - table payments to contractors
and suppliers;
· Acts - acts table to work for the project;
· Hardware inventory - a table listing the basic
equipment with the status of delivery;
· Time management - a table which is fixed
cancellation of work on the project;
· Risks - the risk register in assessing the likelihood of
the risk and potential damage
· Etc.
Setting directories is done by adding details to the
generated directory.
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Contact (object reference)
Managing contacts is carried out through Advanta object
directory.
The difference is that the props name becomes a separate
page that you can associate with the meetings through
the mechanism of horizontal connections.
In addition, a link to contacts can contain other
directories, such as "History of", "List of participants", etc.
Object, you can create a directory on the page
http://<domain name>/<context name>/
Pages/Utils/ObjectDirectory.aspx. The system can be be
only one reference type.
Note that in the object directory configured two icons. The
first relates to the tab on the page object, the second is
displayed at the entrance to a saved contact.
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Properties directories
Manual page, you can configure the following options.
Ability to change the status tasks - this option adds to
the page directory extra column with the status of tasks.

As a result, task statuses and the percentage of the
change can be seen directly on the manual page.

Use date - There are several possible options for this:
No - this option is not used.
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1) Yes, in fact the input - option adds to the list of
requisites directory system props "Date", whose
value is saved automatically when you save the
record book. Value is not editable.
2) Yes, manual input - option adds to the list of
requisites directory system props "Date", whose
value is entered manually by the user.
3) Yes, use the estimated date of the project - this
option adds to the list of requisites directory system
props "Date", whose value is either entered manually
by the user (if it is displayed in bold colors), or is
taken automatically from the estimated start date or
the end of the task / project. Is used to create
directories of "Paying calendar." The main goal,
which is achieved by this setting - it is an opportunity
postponement
of
projects
with
automatic
recalculation of the timing reference records. As a
rule, the payments linked to the stages of the work.
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Use the approval process - This option includes a
mechanism for approval of directory entries.

As a result of the manual page, an additional column with
the status records (for editing / approved) is displayed.
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It should be noted that the status of the recording can
also be done by measuring the OLAP-cube.
Use the procedure queries - This option is used to
generate mailings to the home user to fill the directories.

When this option is enabled on the directory tab displays
the following controls:
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· Button "Request data entry" - this button opens a
form in which a user enters a query text data entry
in the directory and destination points, which should
fill in the data:

After submitting the form, he comes to the homepage
destination:

· Button Link "Saved Searches" is intended to go to a
page with the same name, which reflects the list of
all previous requests:
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· Link button "Configure requests" is necessary to
access the settings automatically send queries:

Show the query description and details of the object
- This option appears when you turn on the option "Use
the procedure requests." When you turn on the data entry
page is a directory of information about the purpose /
description and details of the object, under the directory
where the request originated.
It can be used for the survey of experts in the evaluation
of the project to gather information on the status of tasks,
etc.
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Example of a query with the mapping target, details of the
project and fields for entering values in a directory
Assign the object reference - Option adds to the list of
requisites directory system props "name" whose value is
taken from an existing object directory.

Thus:
1) if the object is a directory on the same object, and
that created a directory, the last name you can only
choose from the number of contacts that are stored
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in this object. This mechanism is used for the
reference book "History of" activities to reflect on
working with a specific client.

1. if the object is in a different directory object in
relation to the newly created directory, the last name
you can choose from a number of contacts stored in
any object. This mechanism is used for the directory
"List of participants' contacts to which you want to
add cards of arbitrary clients.
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Add cut resource - Option adds to the list of requisites
directory system props classifier "resource", which is
automatically generated from a list of users on the
system.
At the same time you create a new record, the system will
offer a default executor task or project.
Option is used to configure the application resource
management solutions.

The structure of the directory entries - This option
enables the display of the hierarchy of subprojects and
tasks on the page directory or changes over the display of
a vertical to a horizontal list.
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Examples of directories with different options "Structure of
directory entries."

Horizontal list

"Vertical list»
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"Hierarchical"
Place display a list of records - This option changes the
form of the record editing options "tab directory" option in
the "On the main project."
When set to "On Main project" directory as follows:
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Also, when setting the value "At Home Project" option
"Structure of directory entries" is automatically set to
"horizontal list." Ie a hierarchical view of the directory on
the main project page can not be displayed. But you can
change the property to "vertical list".
Form input record - This option changes the form of the
record editing options "popup" option in the "Input Line."

Among the important features should be noted that the
embodiment modify "string" will not work requisites
classifier multiple choices.
Type of input records through popup:
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Type input line entry:
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Bookmarks
For a more compact arrangement of directories in the
draft they can be combined and represented by a tab.
To do this on the settings page directories in the portlet
"Bookmarks" is created with the same name the essence:

If the portlet click "Add" button or enter a hyperlink to a
bookmark that you created earlier, then the page will
open settings tab - edit the title, description, and icon list
of directories to be included in the tab:
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Included in the Directory tab becomes available is only
through uniting tab in the project, independent
bookmarks for him in the project will not be:

Hyperlink can go directly to a page separate directory.
Back to the list of directories that are included in the
general tab you can use the link button "Back to list":
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Step	
  5.	
  Setting	
  OLAP-‐cubes	
  

Totals
OLAP-cube - Advanta is an analytical tool for creating
tabular and graphical reports with the ability to "slice" of
data from various measurements.
When you configure OLAP-cube need to adjust its
dimensions and form a set of indicators that should be
calculated and displayed in the report.

Measurements of OLAP-cube
When you configure the measurements need to be borne
in mind.
• Measurement-date always created if OLAP-cube
need to make the cut in time. It should also be
carefully created, if the directory has a system propdate.
• Measurement details classifier created for all
classifiers present in the directory or in the object
(depending on the type of request - from the
directory or from the object).
• Measurement "Resource" created in the directory
if enabled "Add to cut resources", ie classifier system
has "Resource".
• Measuring the "Status" created when the directory
included the approval process, ie there classifier
system "Status".
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· Measurement for directories for props classifier object is
not created in the OLAP-cube, and the object on the
page.

Indicators-requests
Indicators requests - is the main type of indicators that
fall into the OLAP-cube by collecting from the following
three sources.
1) From the directories you can collect any numerical
information - watches, cost, etc.
2) From other OLAP-cubes can be assembled ready
indicators necessary for calculations in the generated
OLAP-cube.
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3) From the objects can also request numerical
information - usually the cost of projects and targets
(eg, "Space object of construction").

Indicators-formula
Indicators formulas allow you to customize various
formulas that use other types of indicators. For example,
you can calculate the percentage of the development
budget, the implementation rate of the object, the
average cost of per unit area of the object or component
of the premium the employee's salary.
One of the interesting features of Advanta, that should be
noted is, that the result of dividing by zero gives zero.

	
  

Indicators-Indicator
Indicator of the "indicator" is used for visual display in
OLAP-report graphic indicators of different colors
corresponding to a digital value of other indicators.
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Setting up this type of indicator is the installation type
indicator "LED" and the formation of a specific color
matching indicator arithmetic or logical expression, similar
to (but without logic) construction index type "Formula":

Indicators-increment
Indicator of the "increment" is used to indicate the
relative difference of the selected value index for
measuring individual segments (cut). For example, the
relative change in the plan budget for different time
periods (year, quarter, month, day).
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In the settings selected index actually indicator itself
(whose values for different segments of the measurements
are compared to each other) and the method of
comparison - simply the ratio of values to each other or
the ratio of the difference to the values of the first
parameter.

System performance
System indicators collect information associated with the
timing of tasks and projects, with their percentage of
execution and effort.
It is important to know that the data collection is
necessary to use performance indices described in the
chapter "Step 8. Uses Indexes". Otherwise, these
indicators are not collected, except for the indicator
"Work" - it is going and without indexes.
You can configure the following system characteristics:
• Actual duration - Shows how long it lasts task /
project from the beginning to the current date, if it is
not signed, or until completion.
• Planned duration of the - Shows the planned
duration of task / project.
• The actual percentage of completion - Shows the
actual percentage of the task / project.
• Planned percent complete - Shows what
percentage of the project should be the task /
project if he did not have problems of delays.
• Effort - Shows the planned work on a task / project
(more labor input is written in the description of
application solution "Resource Management").
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• Deviation closure - Shows the time delay for
overdue tasks. Value is negative if the task is done
ahead of time.
• Time before the planned completion - Shows
how much time is left before the planned completion
of the task. Value is negative if the task is overdue.
If the task is done, then the value is missing.

Properties indicators
Aggregation - Effect of this option depends on the
exponent:
· For
indicators
aggregation
queries
performs
summation totals for selected measurements and
project hierarchy.
· Formulas for indicators aggregation changes the
method of calculating the formula for the combined
total. For example, is an indicator of a formula,
which is considered as C = A x B:
if aggregation is disabled, the combined total for C
is considered as an indicator ΣSi where i - row
of the report.
if aggregation is enabled, the consolidated result
for the index C is considered as ΣAi X ΣVi where
i - row of the report.
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Hidden - If this option is enabled, for the report, this
indicator will be hidden by default. It is used to support
the indicators used for interim reports.

Inherit subprojects - This option inherits the value of
the index on the child objects of the tree hierarchy.

For example, it can help to make these calculations:
· calculate the average cost of construction (handbook
Budget, which is filled in the problem project) per 1
square meter area of the object (props of the "area
of the facility"). In order to calculate this indicator,
created indicator "Object Area", which is inherited by
the project objectives.
· calculate the premium of the project participants,
provided that their rates are for each individual
project. Bids are given in a special directory of the
project, and then their values are inherited to the
problem, allowing them to multiply the planned or
actual work.
Sample report built with this option is shown in the figure
below.
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Selecting the type of OLAP-cube date for indicators
When you create an index based on the query, the system
specifies the type of OLAP-cube date used to calculate:
· Date (exact) - Used for most situations where a
numeric props simply take the value of a specific
date.
· Date of (relative) - Used when you want to get the
last value of a numeric props, on the date of the
table cell OLAP-cube. This should, as a rule, requests
for performance of the system directories.
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Step	
  6.	
  Setting	
  horizontal	
  ties	
  

Determination of horizontal connections
Communication allow you to link objects to each other, in
the sense of their value is very close to the details. At the
same time will be displayed as hyperlinks, while having
cross-cutting nature. Creating a link from one object to
another, you hereby simultaneously install and feedback
between these objects, ie Communications are through.
The system is made of two types of communications "Object-Object" - to bind different types of objects, and
"Object-Contact" binding contacts with the tasks.
Connection type Object - Object
This type of connection is used:
· For communication projects and assets (directories)
to change which of these projects are aimed. For
example, the relationship of IT projects and registry
information
systems,
communications
Project
construction and real estate, etc.
· Projects for communication with counterparties
(directories). For example, the relationship of
Projects and Clients, Projects and communications
contractor.
After selecting the object types for links opposite portlets
"The first group of objects" and "The second group of
objects" settings will be to determine the properties and
appearance of the portlet with links that appear in the
related projects.
Consider the options:
1.
Portlet title - Text field specifies the name of the
portlet, which will be related objects;
2.
Allow selection of multiple values - Determines
how many connections can be created for this object,
if the option is not selected, then the relationship
with the object can be only one, if selected, the links
can be somewhat;
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3.

Allow selection of an existing object - If
selected, then the portlet links button will appear
"Select", clicking which you can choose to link to
from the list of already created in the project tree;
4.
Allow creation of a new object - If selected, the
links appear on the portlet "Create" button, clicking
which you can create a new object for the current
connection;
5.
Type of outcome presentation - If you select
"List" (the default), the portlet with links will be
presented as a list of related objects if you select
"Projects and work", the portlet will be presented in
a report "Projects and work" on a sample of projects
that were identified as objects for communication
with the current object;
· Value required field - This option adds an attribute
is required to specify the associated object when the
project;
· The root project - This option allows you to specify
the root of the project, firstly - narrows the search
for the object in the procedure of choice for binding,
and secondly - determines the location to save the
object to create.
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Connection type Object - Contact
This type of connection is used to link contacts (object
directory entries) with tasks - calls and meetings. The
difference is that for displaying tasks on the contact page
is typically used as a presentation of the report "Projects
and works", which shows a list of tasks in the table view.
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Step	
  7.	
  Final	
  Set	
  objects	
  

Object Properties Management
When creating a directory, projects and tasks, depending
on the type of object, you need to determine the values of
options that affect the properties of the object.
· Object type - In fact, elect directors, project or
task.
· May be the root - Allows you to place objects of
this type in the root system, forming with them a
business environment. This property is available only
for directories.
· Show initiator - If you enable this option, the
object on the card will be further initiator object
name - the author (creator).

• AutoComplete labor - This property includes auto
prostanovki labor in the Gantt chart (planning mode
labor). In this case the following two rules:
•
Labor for each day duration of the project / task
is 8 hours.
•
If this object (project or task) is subordinate
tasks, its own labor costs are reset, and the total
amount of labor as a form of subordinate tasks.
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· Add to calendar artist and participants - To
automatically add it to the calendar task executor and
participants. Available only for tasks.
· Length Default - Sets the duration, you want to be
installed by default when you create the object. For
example, it is logical to assume that the duration of the
task of the project is usually one working day, and the
duration of the meeting - one hour. Available only for
tasks.
· Check for identical objects - With this option in the
directory of this type there are two properties:
•
Input blocking two objects with the same name.
•
The button "Find Similar", which is present in
the form of object creation, and run a quick search
on the name of the object element.
This option is used to counterparties.
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1.

Associated with the process - Allows you to
associate an object with props process.

1.

Icon - Used to select the object icon. You must use
an image size of 32 X 32 pixels, preferably format
png.
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Setting the properties details
Each object in the Advanta can associate one or more
essential elements, thereby forming a "passport facility."
At the same time the formation of a passport for details
need to set their properties in the object.
· Mandatory - Property defines the required fields
props. It should be noted that it is applicable to the
details files.
· AutoSum - When this option reports for current
props will display the grand total.
· Show - This property makes props visible. Hiding
the details used in two cases:
For details, which may already be outdated, but
the values which must be preserved.
For details, which are used for special purposes,
and should not be available to users. For
example, for details, indexes created with the
purpose of counting objects in OLAP-cube.

· Measurement - This property is available only for
details classifier. It makes the requisite additional
dimension OLAP-cube (see "Configuring OLAP-cubes",
item "Measurements OLAP-cube ").
· Inherit - This property allows you to inherit the value
of props on a child object.
· Conditional - This property is available only for details
classifier. If we make props conditional, in the future,
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depending on the selected values, you can upload
additional details.
· Condition - This column configures dependent details.
For each dependent is determined by a specific value
props conditional props when placing props which this
should be displayed.

Parent and child facilities
Portlets "Parent objects" and "Children of" chain of
command objects adjusted to each other. The total logic
of hierarchy is as follows:
· Only the directory may be fundamentally hierarchical
structure.
· Inside the directory, you can create a directory,
projects and tasks.
· Within projects can only create projects and tasks.
· Inside the tasks can be created only problem.
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Subsidiaries Reference
In this section, connection of objects made with
directories. While for directories that are set to display the
hierarchy of subordinate projects, you can set a choice of
two values:
1.
Viewing Data - This value is set when we were at
the level of the object you want to prevent data
entry, but to leave the ability to view.
2.
Viewing and entering data - Enables both input
and view data.
For example, if cost data should be recorded at the task
level, you need to associate the directory "costs" objects
"project" and "task", while in the draft to only allow
viewing of directory data, and solve problems at the level
of viewing and entering data.
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Creating reports in objects
In this section the main page of the object, you can add
customized OLAP-reports.
To do this, press the "Add account", select the report you
want and build it. Gather data on all objects of this type.
Next you need to customize the appearance of the report,
if necessary - to enable display of graphs. Save Report.
As a result, at the entrance to object and further creating
a report, the system will automatically build the sample,
limited data object, ie actually build only report on this
subject.
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Step	
  8.	
  Using	
  indexes	
  

Defining Indexes
Indices - is hidden optional numerical details associated
with the objects and directories.
To create an index, perform the following steps:
1.
Create numerical props called - "Index".
2.
This props add to the necessary objects and
directories.
3.
In the properties to remove props, options: show,
required.
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Working with system performance
OLAP-cubes allow you to use in the reports system
performance: planned and actual duration, planned and
actual percent complete, elapsed time deviation.
But if you just create OLAP-cube and set it relevant
details, the reports they will not be displayed.
That system performance earned, you must:
1) Create props "Index" in the objects for which
payment is required system performance.
2) Create OLAP-cube "System performance".
3) In the OLAP-cube create a dimension "Date", as well
as other measurements which retrieves system.
4) Create index "Index" - the type of object request
(point to) property - "Hidden".
5) Create the desired system performance.
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Object Counting
Using OLAP-cubes can count the objects that satisfy the
conditions of the sample. For example, for portfolio
analysis may be necessary visual report that shows how
many projects on which phase is now.
For that to build it, you need to create the indicator
"Number", which will count the number of objects
(directories, projects, tasks):
1) Create props "Index" in the objects for which the
necessary counting.
2) Create OLAP-cube. His name is usually arbitrary, in
the sense associated with the name of the object.
For example, "Indicators of transactions."
3) In the OLAP-cube create a dimension "Date", as well
as other measurements which retrieves system.
4) Create index "Index" - the type of object request
(point to) property - "Hidden".
5) Create the indicator "Number", which is calculated by
the formula "Index" + constant (1).
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Counting records directories
Using OLAP-cubes can count the directory entries that
satisfy the conditions of the sample. For example, to
analyze the sales department may be necessary visual
report that shows how many contacts during the week
managers do.
For that to build it, you need to create the indicator
"Number", which will count the number of records desired
directory.
• Create props "Index" in the directory that needs to
count the number of records.
• Create OLAP-cube. His name is usually arbitrary, in
the sense associated with the name of the directory.
For example, "Indicators of activities."
• In the OLAP-cube create a dimension "Date", as well
as other measurements which retrieves system.
• Create index "Index" - the type of request from the
directory (specify directory) property - "Hidden".

• Create the indicator "Number", which is calculated by
the formula "Index" + constant (1).
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Step	
  9.	
  General	
  Settings	
  	
  

System Settings
• The timer settings - in this section are made system
timer settings on which sent automatic reminders and
requests to directories.
• License Information - going on this page you can get
information about the parameters of the license.
There's also set the type of license, which will be
assigned by default when creating a new user.
• Setting up access to FTP - here you can configure
access to the FTP server for use when storing files.
• Setting SMTP server - you can make settings for the
SMTP server alerting system. This section specifies the
name of the sender e-mail messages, as well as
additional text that can be inserted in each email
newsletter.
• Settings panel and logo - this section edits the logo
on the login page, the installation of banners or logo in
the upper left corner of the system, as well as change
the text and color the top panel.
• The information collection system error - this
section is activated automatically send error messages
to mail the developer. We strongly recommend that you
do not disable this option. In that case, if your system
does not have access to the Internet, the possibility of
formation of a manual error log for a specified period to
be sent to the developer.
• Setting up of a map - you can include an additional
section of the system - a map. When you turn the card
you need to pay attention to two things:
1) The scale of the map by default;
2) centering the default map.
• Managing user agreements - in this section you can
enable and customize the text of the user agreement
that users must take to start working with the system.
We strongly recommend to enable this functionality for
agreement on "Personal Data Protection".
• Setting Active Directory - on this link you can see
the parameters of connection with Active Directory. The
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setup procedure
administrator.

is

described

in

the

technical

Follow the links below options that determine the
properties of the projects and of the whole system:
· Skip phase acceptances authority to draft This option disables the confirmation request, which
occurs when delegating tasks and projects. Tasks are
sent immediately, without query appears. It should
be noted that this does not occur as events, and
related notifications. Option is used at system
startup when you need to distribute powers large
number of users on a pre-uploaded project.
· Number of days warning of project completion If the value is set, the system will create an event of
the impending completion of the project. When this
notification will occur only when the subscription for
this type of event.
· Automatic calculation of the percentage of
completion - Activates the interest calculation tasks
and projects. Uses the same method of calculation as
in MS Project.
· Activate learning system for all users - This
option includes tooltips that arise when working in
different sections of the system.
· Automatically confirm registration new users This option disables the validation procedure of
registration of new users, users are created
automatically at the time of filing. This option makes
sense only when using the system as public portals.
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· Show Quick Tour after update - This option runs a
training presentation that appears on the home page
of the system after its next update.
· Use the procedure of acceptance problems This option runs the acceptance procedure for the
tasks for which director and singer - different users.
Contractor may transfer the task to the status "ready
to test", and the head makes the final acceptance,
with automatic transfer to the status of "Completed."
· Activate the module strategy - Includes a section
menu "Development Strategy" strategic maps.
Access to the section governed by separate rights, it
must be set!
· Activate the module objectives - Includes the
menu section "Objectives and vision" with the
possibility of creating a gallery purposes. Access to
the section governed by separate rights, it must be
set!
· Activate the module news - Includes a section
menu "Organization and projects / News" with the
ability to create news. Access to the section
governed by separate rights, it must be set! To the
news became visible to users, it must be published in
the group, which is active users.
· Create queries through a chain of related tasks
- This option runs the task requests from performer
to performer-related communication "Finish-Start" on
the Gantt chart.
• Show section "About" to all users - Includes a
section "About" on your home page, and also
includes a block of copyright on a login page (version
number, a link to the site developer, the name of the
system). Section "About" gives you the opportunity:
1) Slide Show last update;
2) Go to the help system;
3) Go to service "Reformal" for publication of the
application for revision of the system (it can
make any user, not just specialist TA).
• Forced use HTTPS - Makes automatic redirection
from the address http address https. Recommended
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to use this option only if your organization has the
right to use this protocol (ie, a self-signed certificate
is not).
• Activate matching module - Includes a section
menu project "Reconciliation" with the possibility of
matching documents.

Setting time tracking
In a separate portlet customization capabilities derived
time accounting staff in the project:

Portlet selected directory and its props, on which will be
collected by employee actual work.
Select only possible reference, which simultaneously
activated options:
• "Add to cut resources" (resource directory)
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• "Use the approval process,"
• In the option "Use date" is set to "Yes, manual
input."
Also selected to bind a reference to all objects (projects,
tasks, appointments, etc.), which are supposed to keep
employee hours actually spent on the project (task).
As props directory selection is made all details of the
directory number type.
After setting all the clocks, introduced in the selected
table project (task) automatically fall into the selected
portlet "Setting time tracking" directory. Ie report card, in
fact, is an optional interface for creating the directory
entries.
The opposite is true - all entries entered in the specified
directory are automatically displayed in the report card
project resource (task) directory is used:
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Commands available through the "Create" button
Teams - this drop-down list to create objects that opens
after you click "New" in the upper left corner of the
screen.
Teams are configured in the "Administration / General
Settings".
It is recommended to arrange commands in such a way
that most of the action is on. These are:
· creation of discussion;
· creation of a document;
· creating tasks.

Also, here you can create so-called procedure - this page
of creating something (project tasks, discussions,
document) in a predetermined directory or the system
design.
For example, setting up procedures to create discussion in
the catalog "IT Applications" via the command
"application in IT" is as follows:
o Go to the directory "Applications for IT."
o Go to the tab "Discussions."
o Press "Add" discussion.
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o Copy to clipboard link address. Will be something like
your system URL:
https://your-host-name-or-IP- / cmn.aspx?
PageName = Discussions.Topic.Edit & projectid =
b5247219 - b1db-4c62-83d3-bbaec824e867 &
problem = true
o In the Setup section commands click "Add reference
to the procedure."
o In the address box, type the following text. Please
enter ~ /, and then - the link text after the slash.
Should
have:
~/cmn.aspx? PageName = Discussions.Topic.Edit &
projectid
=
b5247219-b1db-4c62-83d3bbaec824e867 & Problem = true
o Do not substitute part of the link "https://your-hostname-or-IP- your system", otherwise the system will
be unusable!
o Enter the same command text "Application for IT"
icon attached.
o Result: when the user click on the command
"Application for IT", it immediately goes to the
procedure of generating discussion in the directory
"Applications for IT."
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Project Templates
When working with a large number of similar projects,
there is a problem of standardization approaches in their
planning and control. For this Advanta allows use project
templates - ready structure with preformed structure
works (WBS), with given (recommended) durations and
sequencing (dependencies) between the works.

Below are the main features of the project templates.
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Project name Deployed from the default template can be
empty (used for deployment projects) or contain the
name of the template. The last option is used when some
of the patterns formed milestones.
Mandatory details template ignored.
Dates when creating the template are copied. To project
deployed from the template starts with the current date
and the completion date was correct, we have to remove
from your problems with constraints (they are visually
displayed in bold), and the entire sequence of operations
to build through communication.
Documentation Stored in the template are copied to the
new project. It is most convenient to save templates
control documents at the individual tasks and milestones,
without attachment which to complete the task or
milestone will be impossible.

Subsequently, the implementation of the project, when
the user changes the status of milestones or tasks "Ready
for testing", the system will check the availability of the
necessary documents, and signals an error if they are
missing.

As a result, you can always be sure that perform tasks or
milestones
confirmed
the
necessary
accounting
documents.
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Role of leader and performer. Sometimes projects for
the same work sites meet the same staff. In this case the
Advanta allows to use automatic delegation of work to
create a new project template from the right people.

Entries directories Stored in the template are copied to
the new project.
Templates approvals
Templates allow advance approvals
frequently used routes approvals.

form

the

most

You can specify the type of coordination (parallel and
sequential), matcher, matching the order of passage, as
well as response time.
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Common user reports
General reports allow users to quickly give users ready
reports that are configured on the specified requirements,
without the need to customize these reports for each user
separately.
The creation of such reports may only system
administrator. To create a report, you must report the
total just to keep in the group, which users should see the
report on the Home page.

It should be noted that normal users (not administrators)
can not change the report, it can only make the
administrator.
In describing the general reports, you must also mention
the quick filters.
Quick filters - A block of options-filters that allow you to
sample values depending on the user's role in relation to
the information in the report. These filters, depending on
the selected values allow us to show:
• in my control - problems in which the head of the
user;
• I have on performance - tasks in which the user
performer;
• is the initiator - the tasks for which the user created
by:
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• I am the author - writing handbooks, discussions,
documents and approvals, in which the user author;
• I'm aligner - coordination, in which the user
matcher:

• I am a member - a discussion in which the user
party;
• User is the editor - documents in which the user
editor:
,
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When you create summary reports of these filters can also
be used, as they apply at the time of construction of the
report with respect to the user who opens the report.
• result can be immediately set up such basic reports,
such as:
My problem under control
My tasks for execution
My Documents
My discussions
Etc.
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Customizing Your Control Panel
Control Panel - set of items that collect basic information
on all areas of business.
The control panel has two levels of display. At the level of
refund is determined by the composition of the elements
of the structure of business environment. Each element it die on schedule OLAP-report or strategic map.

When you click on an item occurs provalivaniem inside,
where each line of business, you can customize your own
Control Panel
(Dashboard).

To add a tool in the Control Panel, click "Add tool."
Currently available are four types of instruments:
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• Report - after selecting launch the wizard report that
after saving the page will appear on the control
panel.
• Indicator KPI - the selection is made from the
available indicators.
• The statistics module - statistics on nested projects
the current directory.
1. Strategic map - selection is made from a set of
already created in the system of strategic maps.

Moving tools panel by simply capture and transfer arm.

On the upper level is displayed by default is the upper tool
section.
It should be noted that the section "Control Panel" is only
available to users with a license type "Manager".
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Order	
  services	
  for	
  configuring	
  the	
  
system	
  
This booklet highlights key questions regarding setting up
solutions based on system Advanta.
Additionally, you can always ask us for advice on how to
configure solutions for your enterprise.
Our contacts
KOMIX s.r.o.
Telephone: +420 257 288 211
Mail: sales@komix.cz
The demo version of the system and a description of other
functional solutions are available at:
http://www.advanta-group.cz
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